
Bid Waiver Form
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*Send to a Purchasing Officer Once Completed*

Short Description of 
Goods/Services

Total 
Cost

Vendor Name MUNIS # Req #

Purchasing Officer Date
Department Email

Name Phone
*A VENDOR QUOTE MUST BE ATTACHED TO THE WAIVER FOR APPROVAL*

Provide a detailed description of the goods/services intended to be purchased:

Parts for RNG Plant Air
Compressor

$50,000

ALGAS SDI INTERNATIONAL 32445

Pete Patten
Waste & Renewables Wienkes.Roxanne@countyofdane.com
Roxanne Wienkes 608.509.6681

Algas-SDI will supply critical spare parts required for the Renewable Natural Gas CNG offload
system. Attached is a quote summarizing specialized Habonim H28 high pressure valves and
rebuild kits anticipated to be purchased in 2022. Actual orders for parts will vary based on need.
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Procurement Exception List

Emergency Procurement

Unique and specific technical qualifications are required

A special adaptation for a special purpose is required

A unique or opportune buying condition exists

Only one vendor possesses the unique and singularly available ability to meet the Department’s requirements

Provide a detailed explanation as to why the competitive bidding (RFB/RFP) process cannot be used. Also 
provide a detailed justification in relation to the Procurement Exception(s) chosen:

Bid Waiver Approval (For Purchasing Use Only)

Under $37,000 (Controller)

$37,000+ (Personnel & Finance Committee) Date Approved: 

■

Algas-SDI is a best in class Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) supplier of complete CNG
depressurization systems, parts, and services. They stock specialty parts domestically for
production and service that would otherwise have long lead times (4-16 weeks) due to
specifications, country of origin, shipping and customs, and lack of ready stock. Habonim valves
and parts used and required at the RNG plant are produced to order and distributed from Israel.
Algas-SDI provided critical engineering guidance and sourcing of the Habonim parts in 2021
where other existing vendors were unable to support. If these parts are not readily available or
stocked by Dane County to have as spare parts, it could lead to plant shutdown until parts are
received.

■



Payments due prior to shipment and shipping instructions must be received 10 
business days prior to the scheduled ship date.  Failure to do so will result in a 
delay with shipment schedule. 






